ABSTRACT This paper presents a new method for reconstructing piecewise linear surfaces from planar polygonal contours that branch. For non-branching contours, experience has shown that the piecewise linear surface of minimum surface area which connects a pair of contours often provides a good solution. The current algorithm extends this idea by searching for the surface of minimal area which connects two contours comprised of more than one polygon. Several examples that justify this heuristic are provided.
Introduction
The problem of interpolating a surface from a set of contour curves on parallel planes is addressed by a large and growing literature 13 . Such contour data may be generated from tomography scans, ultrasonic and nuclear magnetic resonance devices, or topographic elevation maps. Its reconstruction into surfaces has many applications, perhaps foremost being medical imaging.
In this paper, the contours are taken to be polygons and the extrapolated surface is piecewise triangular. We will refer to this surface extrapolation procedure as contour triangulation. Figure 1 gives an example of contour triangulation in which a single contour on one plane is triangulated with a single contour on an adjacent parallel plane.
In this paper, we adopt a few rules that any acceptable triangulation must follow. Given two polygons, P and Q, that lie on parallel planes, we de ne a legal triangulation of P and Q to be one in which 1. all triangle vertices are constrained to lie on vertices of P and Q; 2. if Q j P i forms the edge of one triangle in the triangulation, then either 4Q j P i Q j+1 or 4Q j P i P i+1 also belong to the triangulation see Figure 2 ; 3. each triangle has at least one vertex on P and at least one on Q.
Figure 2: Adjacency constraint
The seminal works by Keppel 9 and Fuchs et al. 5 observe that legal triangulations have a simple graph structure, as illustrated in Figure 3 . The columns of the graph represent the vertices of P and the rows represent the vertices of Q. V ertex i; j of the graph the intersection of column i and row j represents the line segment Q i P j . In graph jargon, the line segment connecting two horizontally or vertically adjacent v ertices is called an arc; each arc represents a triangle, two of whose edges are represented by the arc's endpoints. A path is any continuous set of arcs that begins at the upper-left corner and ends in the lower-right corner of the graph. Then, any legal triangulation is represented by a path whose arcs proceed only to the right o r d o wn. Hence, a legal triangulation consists of n P + n Q triangles where n P and n Q are the number of vertices in P and Q respectively. The contour triangulation problem does not generally have a unique correct" solution. Figure 4 shows two di erent legal triangulations of the same pair of contours. Both are reasonable triangulations, and circumstances can be imagined in which either would be deemed best. If a complete description was available of the underlying surface from which the contours were extracted a best" triangulation could be identi ed in an approximation-theoretic sense, though the choice of best" would depend on the particular norm used. In practice, the choice of best" is a rather subjective matter. Since the only data available in the triangulation problem are the contour polygons, one or more heuristics must be invoked that will identify an acceptable" legal triangulation in most cases. A heuristic that in general yields good results when triangulating a single pair of polygons is to search for the triangulation of least surface area 11 . This approach has the appeal that it is a simple, single rule, plus it has a physical analog in minimal surfaces. The area of a triangulation is the sum of the areas of its constituent triangles. Denote by A min P; Q the smallest area of all legal triangulations of P and Q. A minimal-area triangulation there may be more than one is any legal triangulation whose area is A min P; Q. The number of legal triangulations is huge | nP +nQ ! nP !nQ !
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. Hence, an exhaustive search o f all legal triangulations grows prohibitive 10 59 possibilities for n P = n Q = 100. Fortunately, dynamic programming reduces the search for the minimal-area triangulation to an On P n Q algorithm, assuming that P 0 Q 0 is an edge on the optimal triangulation 5;9 , or to roughly On P n Q logminn P ; n Q if P 0 Q 0 is not an edge on the optimal triangulation 5 . W e assume that the reader is somewhat familiar with this algorithm.
The minimal-area heuristic is not awless. For example, consider the case where the two contours are identical circles approximated by regular polygons on parallel planes, with centers o set by the diameter of the circle. In this case, the surface of minimal area turns out to be two cones 11 . E v en if the o set is not that great, the minimal-area triangulation is not a smooth cylinder, but a cylinder containing two grooves. This problem can be mitigated by rst scaling and translating the contours so that their bounding boxes align 4 .
Other Hueristics
In addition to minimal-area, several alternative criteria have been suggested in the literature for determining a good triangulation between two polygons. Keppel 9 proposed that if the two polygons are convex, the triangulation of maximumvolume works well. If the polygons are not convex, the algorithm begins by triangulating their convex hulls using the maximum-volume criterion and then triangulates the concave regions in a subsequent pass.
Area-minimization and volume-maximization are examples of global optimization methods, which are typically solved using dynamic programming. Other algorithms have been devised based on a local advancing rule. For example, Christiansen and Sederberg 4 describe an On P + n Q algorithm that chooses each new triangle based on minimum edge length. Ganapathy and Dennehy 6 compute an arclength parametrization of P and Q, and then assign triangles based on proportional parameter values.
Some algorithms include a rule that the vertical projection of the two contours must intersect at polygon vertices adding new vertices if needed and those pairs of vertically-aligned vertices form edges of triangles 1;2 . These algorithms are noteworthy because they handle any n umb e r o f c o n tour polygons.
It is evident from Figure 4 that no single set of rules can always yield the best" solution. All of the algorithms cited would tend to triangulate the contours in Figure 4 more like case a than like case b.
Overview
This paper investigates the application of the minimal-area heuristic to triangulations involving branching contours. Section 2 motivates the problem, and section 3 discusses how to adapt the minimum-area idea to the case of branching contours. A known weakness of the minimal-surface heuristic is that in the presence of severe convolutions, it can lead to a self-intersecting surface 1 . Section 4 discusses this weakness and proposes a x. Other approaches to triangulating branching contours such as those in Figure 7 | approaches that introduce additional vertices not in the original data set | are surveyed in section 5.
Readers who desire a review of literature dealing with the general problem of surface reconstruction from contours can study 1,2,12,13 . Figure 5 : One-to-two branching A simple case of contour branching is shown in Figure 5 , where the contour comprises two polygons, P and R. W e will refer to this situation with one polygon on one plane branching into two polygons on an adjacent plane as a case of single branching. The earliest proposed solution to the single-branching problem 4 is to connect the two polygons together with a line segment bridge" see Figure 6 . The . : One-to-two branching two polygons are then considered to be a single polygon which has been pinched together at the bridge, and triangulation proceeds as in the non-branching case. This simple idea only works in simple cases; Figure 7 shows a more convoluted case in which a line-segment bridge yields an unpleasing result the triangulation is not shown because it is too noisy. If we continue to restrict our triangles to have v ertices lying on existing contour vertices, but allow for triangles having all three vertices on the same contour level we will call them bridge triangles, a more acceptable solution to the example in Figure 7 is obtained by forming a polygonal bridge between the two branching polygons, as shown in Figure 8 . Triangles with vertices on both contour planes will be called face triangles. Polygonal bridges are promoted in 10 , where the observation is made that an automatic algorithm for generating polygonal bridges must involve some criterion for determining the bridge limits. The contribution of this paper is to demonstrate that area minimization the area of the bridge triangles plus the area of the face triangles is an excellent criterion. In this section, we discuss algorithms for computing the minimal-area triangulation for the case of one contour branching into two contours. Section 3.2 presents an exhaustive search algorithm that is guaranteed to nd the optimal solution. Section 3.3 presents a much faster algorithm that gives no guarantee of nding the optimal solution, yet has yielded excellent results in practice.
Branching
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Bridge Delimiters
Denote by P and R two polygons on the same plane, by Q a polygon on a parallel plane. We assume that P and R do not intersect or self-intersect. We also assume that the vertices of P, R and Q are labeled counter-clockwise. We allow for the possibility that R lies completely inside of P see Figure 9e , in which case the vertices of R are numbered clockwise.
Given points P i and P j on P, P ij denotes the polyline consisting of vertices P i ; P i+1 ; . . . ; P j , 1 ; P j with polygon indices taken modulo n P . Note that P is the union of P ij and P ji A bridge Bijkl is a planar polygon comprised of polylines P ij and R kl joined by t w o line segments P j R k and R l P i as shown in Figure 10 . If Bijkl satis es the following three requirements, we will say that Bijkl is a legal bridge:
1. Bijkl is not self-intersecting;
2. P j R k and R l P i do not intersect P or R except at their endpoints; 3. No point on polylines P ji or R lk lie on the interior of Bijkl.
B(jilk)
Figure 10: Bridge delimiters Requirement 3 is needed because if Bijkl is a polygon that satis es requirements 1 and 2, then Bjilk is also a polygon which satis es those requirements. However, as illustrated in Figure 10 , only one of those two will satisfy requirement 3 . W e can now de ne a legal triangulation of single-branching contours to consist of a tessellation of a legal bridge Bijkl and a legal triangulation of the polygons Bjilk and Q. The tessellation of Bijkl is performed using any polygon tessellator. Our objective is to determine a set of bridge delimiters for which the area of Bijkl plus the area of the minimal-area triangulation of Bjilk and Q is smallest.
Of course, we don't need to tessellate each candidate bridge in order to compute its area.
Exhaustive Search Algorithm
We noted that for a polygon Q with n Q vertices being triangulated with a single polygon P with n P vertices, graph theory leads to an elegant On Q n P algorithm for nding the minimal-area triangulation. Unfortunately, i f Q branches into two polygons, P and R, an elegant dynamic programming solution has thus far eluded the authors. An exhaustive search for the minimal-area triangulation would consider all possible pairs of bridge delimiters, of which there are On 2 P n 2 R . For each pair of bridge delimiters, the algorithm must compute the area of the bridge which can be done in On P + n R time and the minimal-area triangulation for Bjilk and Q On Q n P +n R time, using the dynamic programming algorithm. So, if n n P n Q n R , this exhaustive search algorithm is On 6 .
Approximate Algorithm
Shortcuts can be introduced to reduce the time complexity of the algorithm. For example, the DP algorithm for computing a minimal-area triangulation of the face triangles can be reduced from On Q n P t o O n P b y limiting our search of the cost matrix to a constant width band along the diagonal 14 . This is almost always justi ed, since the least cost path normally does not deviate very far from the major diagonal of the graph. This shortcut does relinquish the iron-clad guarantee that the algorithm will return the absolute minimal-area triangulation.
A major time savings can be obtained by observing that if an optimal triangulation T ijkl has been computed that involves bridge Bijkl, the optimal triangulation T i+1;j;k;l involving bridge Bi + 1 ; j ; k ; l will generally di er from T ijkl in only the few triangles with vertices on P i and P i+1 . Consider the portion of a triangulation shown in Figure 11a which shows one bridge delimiter P 1 R 8 . If the bridge delimiter is moved to P 2 R 7 as shown in Figure 11b , only three triangles will be changed in the least cost triangulation: triangles 4Q 2 P 2 P 1 , 4Q 2 P 1 R 8 , and 4Q 2 R 8 R 7 are replaced with triangle 4Q 2 P 2 R 2 and quadrilateral P 2 P 1 R 8 R 7 which lies on the bridge. This observation, which experience suggests is pretty t ypical, leads to the following heuristic algorithm for nding the optimal bridge. The algorithm makes use of a visibility table VT which i s a t w o-dimensional matrix whose elements V T ij are set to one if line segment P i , R j does not intersect any contour, and set to zero otherwise.
1. Create the visibility table VT for P and R.
De ne a vector ZR for which ZR i = 0 if every element o f r o w i in VT is zero.
Otherwise, ZR i = 1 . 3. De ne a vector ZC for which ZC i = 0 if every element of column i in VT is zero. Otherwise, ZC i = 1 . Repeat steps 7 and 8 until done: 7. Find P J R K , the next adjacent" bridge delimiter to P j R k . This is done by searching VT for an element V T JK = 1 for which the value J , j mod n P + K , k mod n R is smallest.
8. Determine which triangles in the current triangulation will become invalid if the bridge delimiter is moved from P j R k to P J R K . Determine the vertices on Q a . . . Q b which are also vertices of those triangles. Determine if C min will decrease if those triangles are replaced by a larger bridge with a delimiter P J R K and the triangles needed to ll the region Q a . . . Q b P J R K . If so, store the fact that we h a v e just found a better bridge and update the value of C min . 9. Repeat steps 7 and 8 once again, except expand the bridge in the other direction. This procedure is illustrated in Figure 12 . Table 1 presents the change in total area as the bridge delimiters are moved. The initial bridge delimiter is chosen to be P 9 R 4 . The next adjacent bridge delimiter is P 10 R 3 . Shifting the bridge delimiter requires triangles P 10 P 9 Q 2 , P 9 R 4 Q 2 , and 4R 4 R 3 Q 2 to be replaced with quadrilateral P 10 P 9 R 4 R 3 and triangle 4P 10 R 3 Q 2 . The cost of the new triangulation is found quickly by just computing the areas of those four triangles and one quadrilateral. The process continues until the bridge delimiter is P 11 R 2 . The next adjacent legal bridge delimiter is P 12 R 1 , for which the total area is larger than it was using P 11 R 2 . After that, there are only a few more legal bridge delimiters to check, and the total area cannot be decreased. The algorithm then attempts to expand the bridge in the other direction. It rst determines that an improvement arises by m o ving delimiter P 9 R 4 to P 8 R 5 , and further improvement comes by moving to P 7 R 6 . This algorithm, while not guaranteeing the minimal area, runs in On P n R time. In all of the examples in Figure 13 , this fast heuristic produced the same triangulations as did the exhaustive search algorithm.
It is of some interest to examine the geometric relationships that underly the minimal-area heuristic. Figure 13 plots the algebraic curve C de ned C = fQ b jAP 1 P 2 Q b +AR 8 P 1 Q b +AR 7 R 8 Q b = A R 7 P 2 Q b +AR 7 R 8 P 1 P 2 g 1 where AP 1 P 2 Q b denotes the area of triangle P 1 P 2 Q b etc. and where Q b is constrained to lie on the plane of Q. I f Q 2 lies to the right o f C , a net decrease in surface area will occur when bridge delimiter P 1 R 8 is shifted to P 2 R 7 . Clearly, C is a function of P 1 , P 2 , R 7 , R 8 and of the elevation di erence between the two contour planes.
4. Non-branching contours with severe convolutions Figure 14 .a shows an interesting example noted in 1 o f h o w the minimal-area triangulation can lead to self intersections. Of course, this raises the point that the triangulation in Figure 14 is minimal-area only if we restrict ourselves to triangles with at least one vertex on each contour. However, if we enlarge our search for minimal-area triangulations to include triangles with all three vertices on a single contour, we can produce a more satisfying triangulation. Figure 14 .b shows the same contour pair after undergoing a true area minimizing triangulation.
This triangulation was computed using a modi cation of the optimal bridge delimiter search, in which the visibility table is used to determine which v ertices on P are visible from other vertices on P. Observe that in the simple branching + -+ - Figure 13 : Break-even curve a b Figure 14 : Self-intersecting minimal-area" triangulation and true minimal-area triangulation case, once polygons P and R are joined using segment P i R l as the bridge step 5
in the algorithm the result is virtually identical to a non-branching case involving a non-convex polygon. Three minor changes are made to the algorithm. First, the initial bridge delimiter is chosen as a line segment near the center of the concavity as measured by cumulative c hord length. Second, step 9 is not needed. Finally, this procedure can be applied to each concavity. It should be noted that cases exist for which every triangulation that requires its triangles to have at least one vertex on each contour will self intersect 7 . H o w ever, it is clear that if we allow the use of triangles with all three vertices on the same contour, that a non-self-intersecting triangulation can be found for any pair of contours: merely triangulate their convex hulls then ll in the concave regions with triangles.
Discussion
We h a v e tested our algorithm on numerous hand-made models and on actual biological data. In all cases, the results earned our subjective approval.
Figures 15 and 16 show v arious examples of branching from a set of mouse embryo cross sections. In Figure 16b , the branching consists of a hole. All of there gures were created using the fast heuristic algorithm, and are identical to those obtained using the slow-but-exact algorithm. In all cases, the algorithm ran in less than one second on a 75 MHz workstation on these cases that involve polygons of up to 200 vertices. branching. The strategy uses triangles whose vertices lie at existing polygon vertices, forming a bridge between the two branching contours. Meyers, et al.
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break the problem of surface reconstruction from planar contours into four sub-problems: correspondence, tiling, branching, and surface-tting problems. They discuss tiling the bridge between two branches in conjunction with a piecewise parametric surfacetting algorithm. Their observation that a criterion is needed for determining the extent of the bridge motivated this paper.
The paper whose objective most closely parallels that of this paper i.e., a method for determining bridge delimiters is Herbert et al. 8 . Their method is based on nding the shortest distances between vertices of Q and vertices of P and R.
The paper observes that the method is known to not be robust.
Other approaches to triangulating branching contours have been proposed that involve the introduction of new vertices. Instead of forming a bridge between P and R, Choi and Park 3 split Q into two polygons, one of which gets triangulated with P and one with R. The medial axis of P and R is taken to be the polyline that splits Q.
Two recent papers 2;1 take fresh approaches to the triangulation problem. These papers are noteworthy for directly addressing the general triangulation problem between any t w o sets of any n umber of polygons. Those algorithms, as well as 3 , discuss the problem in which a n y n umber of contour polygons on one plane are to be triangulated with any n umber of polygons on the other plane. These algorithms include a rule that the vertical projection of the two contours must intersect at polygon vertices adding new vertices if needed and those pairs of vertically-aligned vertices form edges of triangles.
Future Work
We feel that the area-minimization criterion has proven itself e ective in the double branching problem, at least when the two cross-sections are similar enough. In most contour data, branching between adjacent contour planes is less common than non-branching, and multiple branching is far less common than double branching. Even in contours comprising several polygons, any particular polygon on one level most commonly connects with just one polygon on adjacent levels. Nonetheless, further work needs to be done to consider how w ell the area-minimization concept handles multiple branchings. We ran an example to test a simple idea of treating a multiple-branching problem as a series of double-branching problems. In Figure 17 , rst the bridge between Q and S was formed by treating P, Q, and S as a double branching case; then Q and S were treated as a single polygon Q , S and P, Q , S and R were treated as another single branching case. Clearly, m uch more work is needed to develop robust algorithms for the multiple branching case, and to verify that area-minimization is an appropriate heuristic in such cases. Another problem that deserves study is motivated by Figure 14 . In this example, the self-intersection was eliminated by nding a minimal-area surface in which triangles are allowed with all three vertices lying on the same polygon. Can cases be found in which a true minimal-area surface self-intersects? If so, can an e cient algorithm be devised which solves for the triangulation of minimal area that does not self-intersect?
Two exceptionally helpful referees contributed several comments that have improved the paper signi cantly.
